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CHAPTER ONE
I am, and have been for the best part of a century, a woman of some 

twenty-eight or thirty years. There is nothing terribly special about this, no 
mystery save that which has long since been explained: I, and others like me, 
born on the first day of the twentieth century, grew from ordinary children 
into what we came to call spirits—spirits of the century, each of us given to 
embody certain traits and aspects that we believe in, fight for, and hope to 
shape the world toward. It is as this spirit that I share my story.

I remember my childhood as most of us do, naturellement: hazy and indis-
tinct, punctured by moments extraordinary to myself, if not to those around 
me. My parents were kind but, as I grew to understand, desperate, and it is in 
their desperation that my story truly begins.

My father spoke the same words he always did when a certain light foot-
step was heard on the stairs: “Quiet. Quiet, Estelle. Don’t sing for him right 
away. Amelia, go to the kitchen. Go, work on the bread. Your mother and I 
have to speak to the Benefactor. Go on now, like a good girl.”
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8 C.E. MURPHY

It was the autumn of 1914, and war raged to the east of us. At times it even 
seemed to rage within the walls of our own small Montmartre apartment. It 
had not always been thus; indeed, it had not been thus until the war started 
and the Benefactor’s visits became regular. Before then he was a specter, oft 
mentioned, barely seen, respected in the way that fear commands respect; 
even as a child I could see that in how my parents responded to him: warily, 
as though they were hungry dogs that did not trust the hand that fed them.

Consequently, I had no interest in being a good girl: I wanted to meet the 
Benefactor about whom my parents were so reticent. I wanted to understand 
what it was in him that caused them to become stiff and formal when he 
appeared. But I was not yet quite old, or bold, enough to directly disobey my 
father, and so to the kitchen I went. Sadly, neither was I in the least suited to 
baking. Week after week the Benefactor visited; week after week I performed 
alchemy, making lead out of dough. Week after week I burnt the brick-like 
bread, and week after week we ate it, because Maman and Papa could not 
afford to replace what I baked so poorly.

“I do not understand,” I finally said to Maman one night, after some eight 
or ten months of the Benefactor’s visits. That night we gnawed on bread soft-
ened by tart jam and sweet wine sauce, because it was not Sunday and there 
was no meat to be had. Potatoes made a pleasant contrast to the sauce soaking 
the bread. “How is he our benefactor if we cannot afford bread? What benefit 
is he to us?”

Papa chuckled, and if it was forced, at fourteen I lacked the insight to hear 
it. “A benefactor is a complicated relationship, Amelia. He owns this flat. He 
owns many of the buildings in Montmartre, and it’s his...beneficence...that 
allows us to live here. Your mother sings, and we stay.”

I held up my burnt bread. “We sing for our supper, is that it, Papa? 
Maman’s voice is an angel’s. Surely it’s worth more than a roof over our heads 
and a crust of old bread. Why do you not sing for the opera, Maman? Why 
do you not sing at the fashionable clubs, as you did when you came to Paris?”

My parents exchanged a glance before Maman smiled at me, a smile 
that promised all was well in the world. “I’m not as young as I once was, 
Amelia. Fashions change. We are fortunate to have the Benefactor’s good will. 
Without it our lives would be very different indeed. Now eat your dinner, ma 
chérie, and do not worry yourself about our needs. They are well enough met.”
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9STONE’S THROE

I set my jaw but lowered my eyes, unable to argue against the injustice I 
sensed. We ate our blackened bread, and I went to bed as I had been told, but 
in the morning I stole out to prowl the streets of Montmartre, seeking a way 
to redress my parents’ poverty.

I was turned away from the clubs, sometimes with sympathetic smiles, but 
more often with sarcastic ones. No one would tell me why Maman was no 
longer fashionable. To me she was nearly magical, brave and strong and gen-
tle, the very embodiment of all that was good in a soul. She had left Ethiopia 
as hardly more than a girl, traveling through North Africa and across the 
Mediterranean Sea by selling not her body, but her voice. I knew by heart 
the stories and songs that had bought her passage through Italy, through 
Switzerland, and finally to the place I was born: la Ville-Lumière, the city of 
lights.

There was no doubt that she was beautiful, with large black eyes and the 
long, slender bones of the Ethiope people. Her hair she wore in a shuruba, 
many braids along her finely shaped skull, loosening at her nape; it was a 
style of her country, and decades in Europe had not inspired her to adopt a 
more conventional style. Her skin was a shade of brown and red, as if gods 
had mixed together the colors of earth and sunrise to make her. Yes, she was 
beautiful, but—as if thinking the job only half done—those same gods had 
then mixed together la Nil’s songbirds to give my Maman her voice. And yet 
not one club would have her sing for them, nor explain to me why.

Even when I dared travel farther afield, going so far as to implore the opera 
house for an audition, I was turned away. I might have thought it was my 
age making me a laughingstock, save that every person I spoke to caught 
their breath and murmured, “Ah, Madame Stone,” or “the voice of an angel,” 
before remembering themselves. Even with these accolades escaping their lips, 
they would not hire her, nor offer me more than furtive excuses before their 
swift retreats.

I had no further recourse beyond the opera house; I had chosen it for last 
because it was both the greatest prize and the most unlikely seeming to my 
young self. Denied its glory, I stood on its broad shallow steps, hands fisted 
at my sides, and scowled at Paris to keep myself from crying.
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10 C.E. MURPHY

That was how the Benefactor found me, a slight creature outgrowing a 
little girl’s dress, but unable to afford something more suitable to my age. I 
did not remember being introduced to him, but he stopped his swift climb 
of the opera house steps and examined me. “Mademoiselle Stone, oui? Je suis 
Monsieur Laval, a friend of your parents.”

I replied, “Oui,” stiffly, and curtsied even more stiffly. I did not want to 
see the Benefactor then, when I was at a loss and close to tears, for reasons 
of youthful vanity if nothing else. He was very handsome, the Benefactor, 
very handsome indeed, even if shockingly old; at least as old as Maman and 
Papa. His eyes were like Papa’s, bright and intensely green, and his hair as 
black as Maman’s. He was taller than Papa, though, and narrow through and 
through, like a knife cut of black shadow, for he wore black all the time, even 
in the bright spring sunshine that day. Always the finest wool, the finest linen, 
always with a splash of color at his throat or pocket: a cravat or kerchief in 
blue or red or green. His shoes shone even when he came in out of the rain, 
and the hem of his coat was never dirtied.

“You look unwell, Miss Stone. May I be of assistance?”
“No one will answer me,” I replied, and to my horror, the confession flowed 

from me then, as did tears. I told him everything, how Maman could find 
nowhere to sing; how we were still poor despite his support; how I had tried 
for days to find employment for her and had been turned away everywhere 
without explanation. The Benefactor listened with gratifying attention to my 
woes, and I hardly knew that we had left the opera house until we stopped 
beneath a shady parasol and he bought me a sweet ice to calm my histrionics.

“And your père?” he asked as the lemon flavored treat stung my tongue.
I laughed with a bitterness I had not known I contained. “Maman and 

Papa think I don’t know, but I have deduced it on my own. No one wants 
Papa, you see, because he is American, and the Americans have not joined 
the war. It is their way of punishing a whole country, though it is only we 
who suffer. He comes from a banking family and knows a great deal about 
finance. I can think of no other reason he should not be successful, than his 
nationality is held against him.”

I did not tell the Benefactor the rest, that Papa could not return to his 
banking family in America because he had been disowned long before my 
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11STONE’S THROE

birth. Papa, broad-shouldered with thick gold hair and intelligent green eyes, 
had been sent to Europe to finish his education and to find a wealthy Parisian 
wife. Instead he had found my mother, an Ethiopian lounge singer, and not 
even my birth a few years later had softened his father’s heart toward him.

“You may be right,” the Benefactor murmured thoughtfully, “but you are 
not entirely right, Miss Stone. You forget who holds Montmartre in his hand.”

“Le Monstre?” The sweet ice made me bold, and I scoffed. “Le Monstre is a 
fairy tale, monsieur. He is a name given to the injustice of wealth and poverty 
and to the barons who do anything in the name of profit with no care for 
the lives of the less fortunate. He is a shadow used by crime lords to demand 
tithes from the poor as a pretense of providing their safety. He does not lurk 
around dance halls and opera houses refusing singers jobs any more than la 
bête holds la belle in a castle in the woods. My parents have nothing to fear 
from stories, monsieur, and if you were the benefactor they call you, they 
would not have poverty to fear, either.”

Vivid amusement danced in the Benefactor’s direct gaze as he looked 
down upon me. “You are opinionated, Miss Stone. Where did you learn to 
speak such radical thoughts?”

I gaped at him, struck dumb in search of an answer. La vie de bohème was 
the world in which I was raised. Revolution and social justice were topics for 
passionate discussion amongst my parents’ friends; they feared little, being 
hardly divorced themselves from the criminal underworld, so close in hand 
did artists and darkness run. They proclaimed allegiance to truth and beauty 
and named le Monstre aux Yeux Verts—the Green-Eyed Monster—as the 
very antithesis of all they loved. He was the very soul of jealousy and loathing, 
of pride and profit. He was the world we lived in personified, a cruel master 
who held these artistes’ throats in his hands, and their defiance to that cold 
world was to pursue song and dance and art as if they did not fear it.

“My thoughts are not radical,” I finally said, “to the poor. Which you would 
know, monsieur, if you had ever been poor. If you are our benefactor, I beg 
you to act as one. Speak to the opera house on Maman’s behalf; perhaps they 
will listen to you where they would not listen to me. You are wealthy and 
must have influence; find a position for Papa at a bank. Otherwise you are 
no good to us, and should leave my parents in peace.”
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12 C.E. MURPHY

Amusement sparked in his eyes again, glittering through the most intense 
gaze I had ever encountered. “I will think on what you have to say, Miss Stone. 
I confess I have found this to be a most enlightening discussion, and I hope 
to continue it one day soon. For now...” His smile was as striking as his eyes. 

“For now, enjoy your ice. I shall visit your parents at the usual time next week.”
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CHAPTER TWO
A week of cowardice and dread followed. I slept little, ate less, and startled 

guiltily each time my parents spoke to me. I had gone far beyond the bounds 
of propriety and—too late—knew it. I still did not understand what ameni-
ties the Benefactor offered my parents that they felt so reluctant to trouble 
him, but I knew that neither of them would have said the things I had said 
to him. Although it would be better for them to hear it from me, I had been 
unable to gather the courage to confess my conversation with him to my par-
ents. And then there was the light, familiar footstep on the stairs, and my 
father’s familiar command for me to retreat, and it was too late for courage.

I went, but I did not pretend to be a good girl, or to work on the bread. 
Heart rattling my chest, I pressed myself into a ball against the kitchen wall 
and peered through a crack as the Benefactor entered my parents’ domain 
and, as always, dominated it.

For the first time in nearly a year of visits he did not ask Maman to sing. 
Instead he said, “You have a daughter, do you not? I would like to meet her,” 
and for the first time in my life, I knew my father to tell a lie.

“Amelia,” he said easily. “She is not here, monsieur. She rarely is, in the eve-
nings. Friends keep her occupied. They write letters of support to the soldiers 
at the front, and find it romantic. You understand how young women are.”
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14 C.E. MURPHY

I blinked against the crack in the wall, as nonplussed as the Benefactor 
appeared to be. I had friends, some of whom, indeed, wrote romantic letters 
to boys gone off to war. I was more inclined to pore over the responses, trying 
to understand the personal toil and cost of the battles they fought. Answers 
were sometimes found between the lines, in the things not said, and the pain 
I saw there woke in me an urge to fight and protect, too. It was difficult to 
bear their sorrow without wanting to alleviate it through sharing it myself. 
I did not, however, write to those young men, as I was unwilling to form 
attachments for what were suspiciously voyeuristic reasons on my part.

“Of course I understand,” the Benefactor responded. “A pity, though. 
Some other time, perhaps. Estelle, you will sing later. Now, there are things 
to discuss with you, first of which is that I would like to trouble you for a 
glass of wine.”

The wine was in the kitchen, with me. If the door opened, my father’s lie 
would be exposed. Breath held, I leapt to my feet and ran on tiptoes to the 
window, which I threw open silently and escaped through just as my mother 
opened the door. I glimpsed her upright posture sagging slightly as she saw 
me gone, and then I scrambled quietly down rough-mortared stone and win-
dowsills until I landed lightly on cobbled streets.

I remained there a moment, looking up at the home I had abandoned and 
afire with curiosity about what the Benefactor had to say. But I could not stay 
without risking discovery, and so, reluctantly, I fled.

Montmartre’s narrow streets were as well known to me as my mother’s 
smile, and the spring sunshine stretched the length of the days. It would not 
be dark for another hour, and the Benefactor would be at my home for at 
least twice that. I stole through the curves and twists, watching old men flirt 
with younger women at cafes and, as it grew darker, watched those same old 
men find their way toward the Moulin Rouge and other clubs of its nature. I 
took refuge a little while in a church, using its welcoming quiet to imagine 
how I might explain myself to my parents once the Benefactor had gone. I 
could only conclude that I must offer to find work myself, for I doubted 
his generosity, limited as it might seem to me, would continue after my ill-
conceived behavior. Finally, as the bells struck the penultimate hour of the 
day, I rose to return home.
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15STONE’S THROE

I did not at first notice what I should have: that all the city sounds were 
distant. Music played from the dance halls, vehicles and beasts could be heard 
downhill nearer the river, but the neighborhood’s usual traffic was absent. 
However, preoccupied with my own thoughts, it was not until someone’s 
running footsteps slapped loudly on the cobbles and echoed from the walls 
that I realized how quiet it was around me.

Sensible alarm burst in my chest, for although I had laughed away stories 
of le Monstre, there were footpads and villains enough without fairy tales to 
fear. I did not quite run, but I walked more quickly, gaze alert to anything 
moving in the shadows, of which there were many.

Still, I was unprepared when a hand seized my hair and pulled me back-
ward. My scream of surprise was muffled by another hand clamping over my 
mouth as the first released my hair and instead closed around my throat. An 
instinct awakened in me and I threw my head back, trying to smash my assail-
ant’s nose with my skull. He was too tall: my head met with his collarbone, 
and my efforts earned nothing more than an ugly laugh from my captor. The 
hand over my mouth slid to seize my jaw and squeezed my cheeks together 
in an iron grip. It hurt more than the hand over my mouth had, and was 
still effective in silencing me: I could scream, but the sound was strangely 
throttled by the crushing of my face. “Scream all you want,” he suggested in a 
voice like pitted steel. “No one will come.”

I believed him. Even if I could cry out loudly enough to garner atten-
tion, the silence in Montmartre was a deliberate one: the denizens had known 
trouble roamed their streets tonight, and had closed their shutters and locked 
their doors against it. No one would come; they were all too afraid to act on 
behalf of anyone caught out on the street on such a night. Rage seized me as 
surely as fear did: I would never turn away from those in need.

Fueled by anger and by the same instinct for self-preservation that had 
caused me to attack once, I struck at my assailant again, this time driving my 
elbow backward. It sank into the heaviness of his coat, scratchy wool absorb-
ing the power of my blow. His breath left him in another mocking laugh, but, 
not yet daunted, I stomped my heel into his instep. The sturdy leather of his 
boots was nothing to my own light shoes, and he laughed a third time. “You 
have spirit, if not sense.”
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